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ABSTRACT

The existence of low-frequency dust-lower-hybrid modes in a magnetized dusty plasma

has been examined. These modes arise on account of the inequalities of charge and number

densities of electrons, ions, and dust particles, and finite Larmor radius effects in a dusty

plasma.
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Wave propagation in dusty plasmas1"6 is a subject of much interest in recent years

because of its relevance in space and astrophysical plasmas, interstellar gas, supernova

remnants, proto-star and proto-planetary environments, planetary magnetospheres as well

as in laboratory plasmas. A number of workers7"12 have studied the wave propagation

properties, damping, absorption, wave scattering, new modes and instabilities, etc. in

dusty plasmas either by considering the dust dynamics with fluid equations or by Vlasov-

kinetic theory with finite dust corelation for the static random distribution of the highly

charged (Zd/e = 103 - 104) and massive (md/m^on ~ 106 - 1018) dust grains with

or without magnetic field and temperature. Since the mass of a dust grain can be many

orders higher than that of the ions, the finite Larmor radius effect must become significant

in a hot magnetized dusty plasma.

In this Letter, we study the low-frequency modes in a hot and uniformly magnetized

dusty plasma by considering dust dynamics with Vlasov-kinetic theory. In particular,

we investigate the low-frequency electrostatic modes propagating perpendicular to the

magnetic field and having frequencies below the ion-cyclotron frequency of ions.

For propagation of any electrostatic mode perpendicular to external magnetic field and

using Vlasov equation expressed in guiding center coordinate13, we obtain the following

dispersion relation

kl = E E V 2 (1)

where a denotes electrons, ions or dust particles, ba = k^V^/i^, u£, = 47rg£nOQ/m0,

Uca = QaBo/mac, V,JQ = 2fcgTQ/7nQ; qa, ma, Bo and c are the charge and mass of particle

Q, external magnetic field and the velocity of light in a vacuum, respectively.

We now solve Eq.(l) explicitly for the dispersion relation for perpendicular electrostatic

waves for the following two conditions :

I. Low-temperature limit : w^ < w< ud < w^ and ^ ^ < ^ ^ < ^tr""1 < 1

The dispersion relation with small temperature correction is obtained from Eq.(l) by



expanding with n = 0, +1 as

which for Ud > nw and Tj = 0 yields

2 I Qd \ I 'i-od\ /n\
CiT = WajWd I — I I ZT~ j • (3)

This may be called the "dust lower-hybrid" frequency because it involves the hybrid

dynamics of dust grains and ions and nod ¥" «ot =£ ™ei in dusty plasmas. The motion of

electrons is not important in this frequency regime. In ordinary electron-ion plasma, an

analogous mode is the lower-hybrid oscillations, w = ^/u)dUce for nM = nio and

Uci < U < ^ce-

ll. High-temperature limit : Ucd < CJ < ufo < uce and klJ'""i > 1 > klJ"" > kl^''hr

The dispersion relation for the Larmor radius of dust particle greater than the wave-

length can be obtained from Eq.(l) as

J2 _ _% ^Id^ld^ri ,,-.

\Z2x k^V^w^il+ nC€me/noimi)'

where u>p; > Wd has been assumed. This is a new undamped mode (dust lower-hybrid

mode) in a dusty plasma. It has no analogue in ordinary electron-ion plasma. It may be

mentioned here that using plasma fluid equations, Shukla and Rao14 have recently studied

low-frequency modes (lower-hybrid-like) in a cold dusty plasma with relatively a higher

frequency limit, k±Vthi,oJci,u!cd C u - S U o . and ^V^JJ^ = (,k1ytli/u%)(md/mi) <S 1.

When the dust grains are charged by plasma currents (electron and ion) only, the charges

on the grains become negative and Wot > «<«. In this situation, the motion of the electrons

can be neglected as is evident in Eq.(4). Since the mass of a dust grain is many orders

higher than that of ions {e.g.,rnd/mi ~ 1012), the dust Larmor radius may be much

higher than the ion Larmor radius in a magnetized dusty plasma. This finite dust Larmor

radius effect is the cause of this new electrostatic mode propagating perpendicular to the

magnetic field in the dusty plasma.

We have shown the existence of the new electrostatic dust-lower-hybrid modes below

the ion cyclotron frequency (but above the dust cyclotron frequency) in a magnetized

dusty plasma. The dust-lower-hybrid frequency exists in a cold magnetized dusty plasma

because of the dynamics of the dust particles and ions and the non-equality of charge

{id ¥" <li) a n d the number density of particles (nod ̂  rioi)- The electron motion is not

important for these low frequency modes. The finite Larmor radius effect of dust motion

and unequal distribution of charges and number densities of dust particles and ions are

responsible for this new dust lower-hybrid mode (cf., Eq.(4)).

It may be mention here that the parametric wave interactions (viz., decay instability),

scattering of waves off these modes, and the effects of these ultra-low frequency modes on

the dust crystalization are of great importance, and the work on these lines is in progress.
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